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EDITORIAL
STREE SPEAKS...
"August" The name itself says respect and impressiveness. A month for friendship,
freedom, brotherhood and the start of festivities. Friendship the divine relationship between
two or more souls, its the trust, feelings, and proper understanding makes the friendship
bond strong. its a wonderful gift from God to all of us. It reminds me of the story of Lord
Krishna and his friend sudhama. The lesson everyone should learn from. Friendship never
sees richness or poorness. it's forever. it is all about love and respect like Krishna and
sudhama, one should never forget one's friend and should always try to respect him/her
despite their conditions. As the saying goes, a friend in need is the friend indeed. Then comes
a good feeling and meaning for the celebration we do as FRIENDSHIP DAY"
In savan, greenness abounds as the newly planted crops take root in the wet soil. It is a
month of joy and gaiently, with swings hanging from tall trees. Girls and women swing high
into the sky, singing their joy. The gaiety is all the more marked because women, especially
the young ones, are expected to return to their natal homes for an annual visit during savan.
called by different names Teej, Nag Panchami, savan...etc. While Raksha Bandhan is
celebrated in various parts, different regions mark the day in different ways. Sisters tie rakhi to
brothers and wish them immortality and well being and in returns brothers give her gifts
promising to safeguard her all her life.
The secret to happiness is freedom and the secret to freedom is courage. my heart feels
in pride when I saw these ladies the courage to lead by the front. Mrs. Nirmala Seetha Raman,
first women finance minister reading the budget of the largest democratic country and two
most capable women scientist of chandrayaan, speaks volumes of freedom of women power
and the courage and dedication. so is our organization INNERWHEEL zealing towards new
heights, TOGETHER WE CAN.....

TRIBUTE TO THE SOLDIERS
We are able to have a sound sleep at night because of the fact that our soldiers are
guarding our borders. Army, Navy and Airforce are the 3 guarding gods of this nation i call.
They are the rock solid foundation of this country. we must be highly obliged to them and
extend our utmost reverence for what they are doing, their selfless service for the mother
land. we can pay our tribute and warm regards to them by acknowledging their sacrifice and
great zeal for the nation. This Independence day lets salute these heroes of real live. Say it
loud, i am Indian and proud.

Signing off friends
Yours lovingly in Inner wheel

Jayashree Sagar
Dist editor.
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MESSAGE FROM ISO
Hello friends , Worm greetings to you all. I take this opportunity to wish
you all a very happy FRIENDSHIP DAY. As you all know that our Inner
Wheel motto is FRIENDSHIP and SERVICE,it means friendship is as
important as service in our Inner Wheel journey. Friends feel the pride in
being a part of this wonderful organization which is world's largest women's
organization in friendship and service. Inner Wheel gives us a platform to
meet new people, to make new friends from all over the world , because the
language of friendship is not words but meanings. Friendship is what our
heart needs all the time because it improves happiness ,abates misery by
doubling our joys and dividing our griefs.

" HAPPY FRIENDSHIP DAY"
" HAPPY INDEPENDENCE DAY "

Your's in friendship

Sushama Patangay
District I.S.O
Dist.316
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Together We Lead
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HOME REMEDIES
Coriander isn’t an unusual spice or herb especially in India. We use
coriander leaves in almost all our dishes to garnish them and also we
incorporate the spice in all delicacies. Being one of the common spice used
in all the Indian curries, coriander provides a delicious taste to all the
cuisines .
Coriander Seed
Apart from adding mouth-watering flavor to the dishes, it also increases
the nutritional value of the food. Coriander belongs to Apiaceae family, in
the genus Coriandrum. It is a small aromatic herb that has a lot of culinary
uses across the globe. It is filled with fibers that improves digestion and is
good to improve bowel movement. It has anti-diabetic properties and
promotes insuline growth. It is known for its medicinal properties, used to
cure allergies, eye infections, anemia etc. If you are someone who suffers
from heavy menstrual flow then drinking a glass of hot water infused with
some coriander seeds will provide you some relief.
Here are some of the health benefits of Coriander Seed:

Improves Digestion:
These tiny seeds are magical for all your intestinal issues including
bloating, gastric, diarrhea, nausea etc. It is an all in one solution for almost
all digestion related issues.It contents dietary fibers and are also a good
source of antioxidants.They help in producing digestive hormones,
stimulates a better liver function.
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Lower Cholesterol:
Coriander seed helps in reducing bad cholesterol and promotes good
cholesterol in the body. These are rich in copper, zinc, iron and other
essential minerals that increases RBC and improves heart health.
Coriander seeds also help in increasing metabolism.
Treats Diabetics:
These tiny seeds are proven to aid weight loss and reduce unwanted fat
from the body.They are a good source of antioxidants and other essential
vitamins that helps in regulating blood sugar level in the body. Try drinking
an easy coriander infused tea in the mornings to regulate your blood glucose
level and also to aid weight loss.
Improves Hair and Skin Quality:
The seeds are rich in vitamin K, C, B along with antioxidants and other
minerals which are all beneficial skin and hair health. You can achieve a
glowing skin by adding dhaniya into your diet,as it helps in slowing down the
ageing process and also protects the skin from allergies and redness. It
promotes hair regrowth and delays the premature greying of the hair.

Dr.P.Sree Madhavi Devi
Naturopathy Doctor
Treasurer
Dist - 316
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MEDIA COVERAGE
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Leading together
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QUIZ
1. How many spikes are there in the innerwheel gear ?
2. What is the colour of the innerwheel emblem ?
3. How many board of Directors are there in IIW Govering board ?
4. Where is the 18th International innerwheel convention to be held ?

Answer for the July Quiz
1.

The first IWC in India was formed in 1955 at ahmadabad

2.

In 1968 there were three innerwheel district, Gujarath, Saurashtra & Bombay

3.

First Lady Indian recipient of Margarette golding award was late Mrs Vijaya Tai
lawate in the 2004

4.

The Founder president of Innerwheel was Mrs. Oliver Golding & Mrs. Nixon was
the Secretary

Thank You See you soon in the Next Bulletin

Jayashree Sagar
Dist editor
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